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1. Introduction

As the modern society enters the era 
of intelligence and information, har-
vesting ambient mechanical energy, such 
as wind,[1] wave,[2] vibration,[3] human 
motion,[4] etc.,[5] provides a new idea for the 
power supply of distributed and moveable 
devices.[6] Coupling triboelectrification and 
electrostatic induction, triboelectric nano-
generator (TENG) exhibits the merits of 
light weight, low cost, versatile selectivity 
of materials,[7] making it an effective solu-
tion for ambient mechanical energy har-
vesting. In general, the triboelectrification 
effect inevitably requires the friction 
motions between tribo-layers, which 
causes interface abrasion and reduces the 
energy conversion efficiency.[8] Thus, sup-
pressing the negative effects of friction to 
elevate the output performance is one of 
the most important challenges for TENG. 

Great efforts have been made in this direction, such as the 
use of low friction resistance materials (animal furs,[9] elastic 
sheet-like polymer,[10] etc.), the application of lubricating fluid 
between the contact interfaces,[11] and the floating plane motion 
without interface contact.[12] Theoretically, if we neglect the 
energy loss caused by friction motion, a floating non-contact 
TENG would have a total energy conversion efficiency >85%, 
which greatly improve the durability of TENG. However, the 
residual surface charges in the non-contact mode are difficult to 
maintain for a long time, which greatly limits its output perfor-
mance and applications.

Previous researches have proposed many methods to ele-
vate the charge density of TENG, such as chemical modifica-
tion of polymer,[13] optimized surface contact state,[14] utilizing 
the charge trapping layer,[15] surface nano pattern,[16] working 
environment control,[17] etc. However, these methods are not 
enough for the non-contact mode TENGs, since the charge 
decay in air is a major challenge of the non-contact TENGs. To 
obtain a fully non-contact floating TENG without mechanical 
instability, the gap between the floating layer and stator should 
be at least hundred micrometers, which strongly suppress 
its energy output. As inspired by external and self-excitation 
system of EMG, a charge-excitation method has been proposed 
to overcome the limit of surface charge density of tribo-layer,[18] 

The non-contact triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) based on floating plane 
motion can achieve a very low interface abrasion and high durability. How-
ever, the output performance of non-contact TENG is still less than 72 µC m−2, 
due to the decay of tribo-induced charges in air. Here, this work proposes two 
different charge excitation strategies for non-contact mode TENG by elevating 
the electric insulation strength to avoid air breakdown, while both the external 
charge excitation and the self-excitation system are developed. A double 
dielectric layer capacitance model is also established to analyze the change 
of charge density. A maximum output charge density of 260.15 µC m−2 is 
obtained using the external charge excitation with 6 kV excitation voltage. 
In addition, the self-excitation strategy with non-contact mode and more 
compact system is also demonstrated and an output charge density of 
212.5 µC m−2 is achieved with the help of developed voltage multiple circuit, 
which is 2.97 times of the reported highest record for non-contact TENG. The 
charge-excited TENG via high electric insulation strategy realized in this work 
provides a promising way for boosting the output performance of TENGs.
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while the output charge density of TENG is even hoisted to 
3530 µC m−2 based on charge excitation strategy and high-k 
material.[19] Thus, the charge excitation method can also be a 
promising approach for improving the output of non-contact 
(floating) TENG. Very recently, utilizing a self-excited amplifica-
tion method, a fully floating sliding TENG with an excitation 
voltage about 2 kV delivers a charge density of 71.53 µC m−2, 
reaching a milestone for non-contact TENG.[20] However, such 
charge density of non-contact TENG is still relatively low due to 
the low withstand voltage of air.

In this work, we develop two kinds of non-contact TENG 
via external charge-excitation (ECEF-TENG) and self-excitation 
(SCEF-TENG) based on a high electric insulation strategy. By 
using dielectric oil with a high dielectric strength to fill the 
floating gap, the air-breakdown effect during the TENG opera-
tion is avoided, which greatly improve charge storage capacity 
of floating layer. To estimate the output charge density, a double 
dielectric layer capacitance model of the non-contact TENG is 
prepared. The ECEF-TENG is fabricated by using a low fric-
tional resistance material and a voltage stabilization circuit  
(VSC), while the output charge density can be optimized by reg-
ulating many factors, such as excitation voltage, thickness and 
type of dielectric film, gap, etc. This system delivers an effec-
tive charge density of 260.15 µC m−2 with an external excitation 
voltage of 6 kV. Then, a developed unidirectional charge-injection  
voltage-multiplying circuits (VMC) is utilized to realize the 
fully non-contact SCEF-TENG and the charge density reaches  
212.5 µC m−2 with 1.5 Hz low frequency, which are 2.97 times 
higher than the highest record of previous non-contact TENG. 

This work provides a reliable method of charge excitation with 
high electric insulation strategy for enhancing the output of 
TENG and also presents core factors of high-performance non-
contact TENG.

2. Results and Discussion

The basic concept of the ECEF-TENG (or SCEF-TENG) with 
high electric insulation is shown in Figure 1a, which consists of 
main TENG and charge exciter (both external charge-excitation 
and self-excitation). For main TENG, a floating electrode cov-
ered with dielectric film as the slider and a PCB plate printed 
with two electrodes as the stator, and the gap between top and 
bottom electrodes is filled with nonpolar dielectric oil. A con-
ceptual pump as the high voltage charge exciter to continuously 
transfer the electrons from bottom electrode to the floating elec-
trode, where the electrons are firmly bonded. From another per-
spective, both external and self-excitation act as the high voltage 
source to supply charges to the electrode of the main TENG, 
as shown in Figure 1b. To further explain the charge-excitation 
with high electric insulation strategy, the double dielectric layer 
capacitor model is established as shown in Figure 1c, where the 
capacitor consists of two electrodes (floating electrode on the 
slider and bottom electrode on the stator) separated by a uni-
form gap filled with two layers of uniform dielectrics (including 
dielectric film and other dielectrics, such as air or oil). The 
capacitance C of each model can be calculated as following 
equations.

Figure 1. Design and Output performance of floating TENG via charge excitation based on high electric insulation strategy. a) Schematic illustration 
of floating TENG via charge excitation based on high electric insulation strategy; b) the fundamental scheme of floating TENG with external and self-
charge excitation proposed in this work; c) comparison of simplified capacitance models of floating TENG between air condition and oil condition; 
d) comparison of output charge density of ECEF-TENG between oil condition and air condition; e) comparison of the charge density obtained in this 
work with other reports.
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Here, C1 and C2 are the corresponding capacitance, ε0 is 
the vacuum permittivity, ε1 and ε2 are the relative permittivity 
of film and oil, respectively. d1 and d2 are the thickness of film 
and another dielectric (air or oil), While S is the area of each 
electrode. The capacitance of C2 is larger than C1 due to the 
larger relative permittivity of oil than that of air. The maximum 
amount of charge a capacitor can store is defined as Qmax, 
which can be calculated as following equation.

=maxQ CU  (3)

where U is the maximum withstand voltage of the capac-
itor. The voltage limit of high dielectric strength oil is much 
higher than that of air to obtain a higher withstand voltage 
of corresponding capacitor and thus, the Qmax of C2 is much 
greater than that of C1. Because the charge is firmly bounded 
on floating electrode, the transferred charge of TENG can 
be approximately considered as Qmax. A maximum effective 
charge density of 260.15 µC m−2 can be realized for floating 
TENG with an excitation voltage of 6 kV when the gap between 
film and bottom electrode is filled with oil, 4.41 times than the 
control that the gap is filled with air, as shown in Figure  1d. 
Meanwhile, an effective charge density of 212.5 µC m−2 can be 
provided by a more compact SCEF-TENG system with fully 
non-contact mode. Such outputs of TENG systems far beyond 
that non-contact mode TENGs in the previous works[12a,c,20,21] 
(Figure 1e). Then, the detailed design and working mechanism 
of both ECEF-TENG and SCEF-TENG are induced in the fol-
lowing part.

The structural diagram of ECEF-TENG is shown in Figure 2a. 
It mainly contains an excitation TENG and a main TENG, both 
of which are working in the sliding mode. It should be noted 
that the main TENG is exposed to air as the control group. The 
3D structure and real photograph of the excitation TENG are 
illustrated in Figure  2b and Figure S1a, Supporting Informa-
tion, respectively. Rabbit hair is chosen as the tribo-material 
owing to its superior softness and elasticity, while PTFE film is 
also selected for maintaining good electrification performance. 
To further enhance the performance of excitation TENG, rabbit 
hair and PTFE are all treated with fluorinert liquid (Experi-
mental Section). After the treatment, the output of excitation 
TENG is improved, that the open-circuit voltage increased 
from 4503 to 8749 V (Figure  2c). Similarly, transferred charge 
increased from 0.107 to 0.197 µC, short-circuit current increased 
from 1.69 to 2.89 µA, and peak power increased from 1.805 to 
7.22 mW at 2 GΩ (Figure S1b–d, Supporting Information). By 
comparing the scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images 
of rabbit hair and PTFE (see Figure  2c,d), the treatment does 
not change the surface morphology of materials. By further 

analyzing the element type and content of the materials with 
the help of energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), it has been 
found that the fluorine-carbon ratio of PTFE increases from 
2.07 (before treatment) to 2.32 (after treatment) while that of 
rabbit hair increases from 0 to 0.098 (Figure S1e, Supporting 
Information). The increase of fluorine content can explain the 
output enhancement of excitation TENG. The VSC contains 
a high voltage rectifier, Zener diodes, and a buffer capacitor, 
which regulates the AC output voltage of excitation TENG to 
the DC output voltage (Figure 2a). Figure 2f shows the excita-
tion DC voltage of ECEF-TENG regulated by Zener diodes with 
different stabilized voltage (the capacitance of buffer capacitor 
is 0.1 nF). The influence of the capacitance value of the buffer 
capacitor on excitation voltage is also tested. In order to have 
a faster excitation speed and more stable excitation voltage, 
four capacitors of different capacities are chosen for compar-
ison as shown in Figure S2, Supporting Information. As the 
capacitance increases, the excitation time also increase, but the 
voltage becomes more stable. Considering the excitation time 
and the stability of voltage, we choose the buffer capacitor with 
a capacitance of 0.1 nf. The 3D structure and real photograph of 
main TENG are shown in Figure 2g and Figure S3, Supporting 
Information, respectively. The Kapton film is chosen as the die-
lectric film of the slider and the dried conductive ink (electrode) 
is directly printed on it without any Epoxy glue. The stator is a 
PCB board with copper electrodes and there is a uniform gap 
between the slider and the stator to avoid mechanical wear.

The external charge-excitation process during the periodical 
cycle is shown in Figure S4, Supporting Information. It should 
be noted that the excitation TENG is pre-charged by period-
ical sliding to obtain a relative stable output. Thus, in the ini-
tial state, the PTFE has few negative charges while the rabbit 
hair is positive charged in advance (Figure S4a, Supporting 
Information), and the potential between top and bottom elec-
trodes of main TENG is zero. The rabbit hair as the slider 
in excitation TENG moves synchronously with the slider in 
main TENG. When the rabbit hair starts to slide periodically, 
the AC output is produced to the VSC by the potential differ-
ence between electrodes of excitation TENG, and a DC output 
is converted to continuously inject charges to top and bottom 
electrodes of the main TENG. The negatively charged electrode 
in slider drives the electrons in the bottom electrodes of the 
stator, enabling a constant AC induction output of main TENG 
(Figure S4b,c, Supporting Information). After a few cycles, the 
voltage between top and bottom electrodes reaches stability and 
the charge injected into the top electrode become saturated, 
and main TENG can provide a maximum output (Figure S4d, 
Supporting Information). The durability of the excitation TENG 
is a key issue for the continuous operation of the entire ECEF-
TENG system. As shown in Figure S5, Supporting Information, 
after more than 35 min of continuous operation, the maximum 
output voltage of the excitation TENG with VSC remained 
stable at about 5900 V, which shows the high reliability of the 
excitation TENG as a voltage source.

The equivalent physical model of ECEF-TENG exposed in 
air is shown in Figure  2h. The voltage applied between the 
top and bottom electrodes is U, while the film is subjected 
to a voltage of U1 and the air to a voltage of U2. In order to 
achieve maximum output, air breakdown should be avoided. 

Adv. Energy Mater. 2022, 2201708
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Therefore, according to Paschen’s law, the voltage applied on 
the air follows.
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And the voltage applied between top and bottom electrodes 
follows.
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where P is the standard barometric pressure, A and B are the 
constants determined by atmosphere such as the composi-
tion and the pressure of the air. For ambient condition, A is 
2.87 × 107 V (atm∙m)−1 and B is 12.6. Other parameters refer 
to the corresponding parameters of Equations  (1) and (2). 

According to the Equations  (1) and (5), the maximum charge 
density σ0 of the electrode can be expressed by

σ ε
( )=

+ln
0

0

2

AP

Pd B
 (6)

Obviously, with the increase of air gap, the maximum charge 
density decreases while the applied withstand voltage between 
electrodes increase, as theoretical calculation plotted in 
Figure 2i. In order to avoid direct discharge between electrodes 
caused by overload of applied voltage, Kapton with 50 µm thick-
ness (the withstand voltage value exceeds 6 kV) is used to pro-
tect the instrument.

To investigate the real output of ECEF-TENG in air condition, 
a programmable linear motor is utilized as the driving force 
for the sliders in excitation TENG and main TENG (motion 
frequency of 1.5 Hz). A linear guide rail is used to enable the 

Figure 2. Design and Output performance of ECEF-TENG (control, main TENG is exposed to the air).a) Schematic illustration of ECEF-TENG;  
b) schematic illustration of excitation TENG. c) Rabbit hair and d) PTFE, respectively, indicating the comparison of two materials (1) before and (2) after 
treatment with Fluorinert; e) comparison of voltage performance of excitation TENG before and after treatment with Fluorinert; f) voltage performance 
of excitation TENG connected with voltage-stabilization circuit (VSC) under different stabilized voltage; g) schematic illustration of main TENG, the 
inset is the photograph of the slider. h) Simplified equivalent physical and electric model of ECEF-TENG (some critical parameters are shown in the 
schematic). i) Theoretical withstand voltages between top and bottom electrodes (without air breakdown) and maximum charge density under different 
air gaps; j) the plot of experimental charge density versus excitation voltage under different air gaps.
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gap between slider and stator in main TENG. Under certain 
gaps, the influence of excitation voltage changes on effective 
charge density is explored, as plotted in Figure  2j. Theoreti-
cally, under the gap of 0.25 mm, the maximum output of ECEF-
TENG exposed in air is 59 µC m−2, and the maximum applied 
voltage between the top and bottom electrodes of main TENG 
is 1777.4  V (Figure  2i). During the experiment, air breakdown 
occurs when the voltage exceeds 2 kV, and the effective charge 
density of main TENG does not increase with the applied 
voltage and remains at about 55 µC m−2. A maximum effective 
charge density of 56.06 µC m−2 is obtained with applied voltage 
of 3 kV (Figure S6a, Supporting Information), and a significant 
shift of output occurs at initial moment due to the air break-
down. It should be noted that only a small amount of charges 
accumulates on the surface of the Kapton (≈7 nC, Figure S6b, 
Supporting Information) and the output of main TENG is 
mainly derived from charge excitation process. With the 

increase of air gap, the maximum withstand voltage between 
electrodes increase. The output charge density increases as the 
applied voltage increases, and the output charge density no 
longer increases after the applied voltage exceeds the withstand 
voltage between electrodes. Therefore, simply increasing the 
applied voltage cannot effectively enhance the output of such 
TENG system.

In order to realize the charge-excitation with high elec-
tric insulation strategy, we fill the air gap with dielectric oil, 
as shown in Video S1, Supporting Information and inset of 
Figure 3a. Electronics coolant liquids (FC40) is a non-polar oil 
with high dielectric strength, non-toxicity, low viscosity, and 
easy to be cleaned, which is used in this work. To test the die-
lectric properties of the oil, a bare Cu electrode without film 
protection serves as the slider of main TENG. Adjusting the 
gap between slider and stator of main TENG with 0.25 mm 
and applying the excitation voltage with 6 kV, as illustrated in 
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Figure 3. Output performance of ECEF-TENG (main TENG is submerged in dielectric oil). a) Theoretical threshold voltages between top and bottom 
electrodes (without oil breakdown), the inset is the simplified equivalent physical and electric model of ECEF-TENG submerged in dielectric oil (some 
critical parameters are shown in the schematic). b) The dynamic output charge accumulation process of ECEF-TENG. c) The effective charge density. 
d) The detailed output charge curve from the dashed area. e) Short-circuit current of ECEF-TENG, the inset is enlarged part at last few seconds; 
f) open-circuit voltage of ECEF-TENG, the inset is enlarged part at last few seconds; g) matching impedance and output power with 0.25 mm oil gap; 
h) effective charge density of ECEF-TENG with different excitation voltage and oil gaps. i) Effective charge density of ECEF-TENG with different excita-
tion voltage and thickness of film (oil gap is fixed at 0.25 mm); j) effective charge density of ECEF-TENG with different kind of films and excitation 
voltage (oil gap is fixed at 0.25 mm).
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Figure S7a, Supporting Information, the breakdown voltage of 
oil is obtained through four experiments to take the average 
value (Figure S7b–e, Supporting Information). After the 
calculation, the average breakdown voltage of the oil is 5381.5 V 
with 0.25 mm gap. Generally, the slider of the main TENG has 
the dielectric film to prevent the direct breakdown between top 
and bottom electrodes. Thus, the maximum applied voltage 
between top and bottom electrodes is

ε ε
ε

= + ⋅2 1 1 2

1
maxU

d d
E  (7)

where Emax is the maximum dielectric strength of the oil. Thus, 
the maximum applied voltage on electrodes is estimated as 
6063.1 V with a 50 µm thickness Kapton film and a 0.25 mm 
gap (electrical performance parameters of dielectric films and 
oil are listed in Table S1, Supporting Information), and the 
applied voltage of 6 kV is a safe voltage to prevent breakdown. 
The maximum charge density of main TENG can be deduced as

σ ε ε= ⋅ ⋅0 0 2 maxE  (8)

Theoretically, a constant charge density can be achieved 
as long as a sufficiently excitation voltage is applied, and the 
maximum voltage applied on ECEF-TENG increases signifi-
cantly with gap, as shown in Figure 3a. However, in the actual 
experiment, we limit the maximum excitation voltage to 6 kV 
to protect the instrument, so that the charge density expression 
follows.

σ ε

ε ε

= ⋅ =
+

⋅0
0

1

1

2

2

C U

S d d
U  (9)

The whole deduction process of maximum charge density 
of the double dielectric layer capacitance is shown in Note S1, 
Supporting Information. We have also calculated the resistance 
to be overcome by the slider in oil and air, respectively (Note S1, 
Supporting Information). The measured charge density on 
main TENG with 6 kV excitation voltage and 0.25 mm gap are 
illustrated in Figure 3b,c. Compared with main TENG exposed 
in air (Figure S6a, Supporting Information), the baseline of 
output charge density does not shift violently, which indicates 
that the addition of dielectric oil can effectively avoid the air 
breakdown. With a moving frequency of 1.5 Hz, the effective 
charge density linearly increases in the initial 4 s then becomes 
stable and reaches a maximum value of 260.15 µC m−2 at 15 s. 
After that, it decreases slowly, as shown in Figure 3d. The short-
circuit current rise at first and then fixes at a stable current of 
7.4 µA (Figure  3e), while the open-circuit voltage immediately 
reaches the maximum 3879 V and then decreases slowly, as 
illustrated in Figure 3f. Figure 3g shows the output current and 
power density at different resistance from 1 MΩ to 10 GΩ, and 
the maximum peak power reaches 16.28 mW with a matching 
impendence of 700 MΩ. The durability of ECEF-TENG is also 
examined, as shown in Figure S8a,b, Supporting Information, 
that the TENG system operates about 33 min and the effective 
charge density gradually decreases from 250.6 to 196 µC m−2. 
The enlarged figure about the curve shape of current and 

voltage signal can be seen in Figure S8c, Supporting Informa-
tion, where the detailed shape of each peak signal is decided 
by the acceleration and deceleration of the slider as well as the 
edge effects between different electrodes (charge induction 
process).

Factors related to the effective charge density of main TENG 
are also explored, such as excitation voltage and gap, as shown 
in Figure 3h. The charge density of main TENG with different 
applied voltage at 0.25 mm is also illustrated in Figure S9a–e, 
Supporting Information. The effective charge density of main 
TENG increase with the increase of applied voltage at cer-
tain gap, which can be explained by Equation  (3) that Q is 
proportional to U. While the effective charge density of main 
TENG is decrease with the increase of gap at certain applied 
voltage, which can be explained by Equations  (2) and (3) that 
C decrease with increase of gap. The effective charge density 
of main TENG with lower gap is also explored, as shown in 
Figure S10, Supporting Information. With the gap decrease 
further (lower than 0.25 mm), the applied voltage on the 
main TENG should be decreased to prevent breakdown of oil 
according to Equation (7), while the maximum effective charge 
density would keep stable according to Equation (8) if suitable 
voltage is applied. It can be found that the effective charge den-
sity shows slight change with different gap distance, which is 
consistent with Equation  (8). Meanwhile, for the non-contact 
mode TENG, the gap distance must be kept, in order to avoid 
the frictional motion. So, we selected 0.25 mm as the gap dis-
tance, which can help to maintain both charge density and sta-
bility. The thickness of film is also investigated, where the with-
stand voltage values of Kapton films with thickness of 15, 25, 
and 50 µm are larger than 1.8, 3, and 6 kV, respectively. In order 
to protect the measuring instrument, the excitation voltage on 
main TENG is limited within 3 kV for the Kapton with thick-
ness of 15 µm, 25  µm, and without Kapton film (thickness is 
0 µm). At a certain gap of 0.25 mm, the effective charge den-
sity of main TENG increase with the voltage increase from 1 to 
3 kV regardless the thickness of film, which can be explain by 
Equation (9) that the effective charge density increase with the 
increase of applied voltage (U), as shown in Figure  3i, and a 
maximum effective charge density of 192.66 µC m−2 is obtained 
with a 25 µm thickness of Kapton film (excitation voltage is 
3 kV). Also, the effective charge density of main TENG is 
decrease with the increase of gap with the applied voltage of 
3 kV, as shown in Figure S11, Supporting Information.

Three different types of dielectric films with 50 µm thickness 
are chosen for the test. Figure  3j displays the effective charge 
density with different kind of materials by different excitation 
voltage under the gap of 0.25 mm. It reveals that the effective 
charge density is lowest with commercial Kapton tape as the 
dielectric film, and the output may influence by epoxy glue. 
While the effective charge density of 225.32 µC m−2 is obtained 
under the excitation voltage of 6 kV that commercial PTFE 
tape as the dielectric film, as shown in Figure S12a, Supporting 
Information. The effects of excitation voltage and gap on the 
effective charge density of the main TENG with commercial 
PTFE tape as the dielectric film are also investigated, as shown 
in Figure S12b, Supporting Information, which shows that the 
main TENG with commercial PTFE tape as the dielectric film 
also has good output performance. The thickness of PTFE film 
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is also investigated. At a certain gap of 0.25 mm, the effective 
charge density of main TENG increase with the voltage increase 
from 1 kV to 6 kV regardless the thickness of film, as shown in 
Figure S12c, Supporting Information, and the effective charge 
density changes slightly under certain applied voltage.

To construct a fully non-contact TENG system, an SCEF-
TENG is proposed without external excitation TENG, as illus-
trated in Figure 4a. SCEF-TENG mainly consists of two parts, 
which are main TENG and the self-voltage-multiple circuit 
(SVMC). The detailed electric circuit scheme and the photo-
graph of the SVMC used in this work are depicted in Figure 4b 
and Figure S13, Supporting Information, respectively. SMVC 
can be considered as a high voltage source, which consists of 
eleven diodes and eleven ceramic capacitors, and it theoretically 
forming an amplifying multiple of eleven of input voltage. It 
is noteworthy that the input and the output of circuit have a 
common node. The combination of PTFE tape (50 µm thick-
ness) on top of slider and the dielectric oil (FC40) between 
slider and stator can well prevent the breakdown between top 
and bottom electrodes. PTFE, as an excellent electret with 
strong electronegativity to hold electrons, also has a very high 
dielectric strength (over 120 kV  mm−1). Therefore, PTFE not 

only provides the initial charge to initiate the charge excitation 
process, but also protects the instrument by preventing direct 
breakdown between electrodes. By using rabbit hair friction 
in advance, PTFE is negatively charged, providing the initial 
charge for the self-excitation process, and the initial charge dis-
tribution of main TENG is shown in Figure S14, Supporting 
Information. SCEF-TENG can also be seen as an upgrade 
model of the ECEF-TENG system with VMC, and its evolu-
tion diagram from ECEF-TENG system with VMC is illustrated  
in Figure S15, Supporting Information. The charge self-excita-
tion process during the periodical cycle is illustrated in Figure 4c. 
In the initial state (state i), the PTFE is pre-charged with negative 
charges in advance and the output voltage (excitation voltage) 
between output nodes of SVMC is zero. When the slider starts  
to move periodically, the potential difference between the elec-
trodes of stator results in AC output (state ii). It should be 
noted that both input nodes of SVMC start to be charged and 
the output voltage increases to force the electrons continuously 
injecting into the top Cu electrode of slider to form a charge 
accumulation. The PTFE and the top Cu electrodes with nega-
tive charges work together to force the positive charges in the 
bottom electrodes of stator to move, enabling SCEF-TENG’s 

Figure 4. Structure and working principle of the SCEF-TENG. a) Schematic illustration of SCEF-TENG. b) Scheme of self-voltage-multiplying circuit 
(SVMC) and the input/output node. c) The charge self-excitation process of SCEF-TENG during periodically sliding cycle. d) Schematic illustration of 
voltage measurement between top and bottom electrodes; e) the dynamic excitation voltage between top and bottom electrodes; f) the plot of output 
excitation voltage between top and bottom electrodes versus voltage amplifying multiplying of SMVC.
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induction output to increase constantly (state iii). The voltage 
at both output nodes of SVMC becomes stability and the charge 
accumulated on the top Cu electrode tends to be saturated after 
several cycles, achieving a maximum output of SCEF-TENG. 
Thus, the charge self-excitation process is realized, as shown in 
state iv.

The output of the main TENG is related to the excitation 
voltage and gap, so the excitation voltage of the SCEF-TENG 
needs to be determined first. The diagrammatic illustration of 
excitation voltage measurement of SCEF-TENG is shown in 
Figure  4d, that the common node is grounded and attached 
to a Cu film which is 3 mm beneath the probe. The slider of 
SCEF-TENG is driven by the linear motor in floating mode at 
a frequency of 1.5 Hz. With the periodical moving of slider, the 
excitation voltage of SCEF-TENG exponentially increase and 
then stabilize to a maximum value of 6063 V with the gap of 
0.25  mm, as shown in Figure  4e. The relationship between 
excitation voltage and the amplifying factor is investigated, as 
shown in Figure 4e. With the increase of the amplifying factor, 
the maximum excitation voltage increases and 11 is the opti-
mized magnification in this work to generate output voltage 
of 6063 V. According to Equation  (7), the maximum applied 
voltage between electrodes should be lower than 6311 V. Thus, 
the obtained output voltage of 6063 V is a safety value to pre-
vent breakdown between electrodes.

The initial charge on the PTFE film is about 9.5 nC without 
self-excitation (0.25 mm gap), as shown in Figure S16, Sup-
porting Information. Benefiting from the self-charge exci-
tation process through SVMC, the transferred charge of 
SCEF-TENG increases exponentially from the initial 9.5 to 

393 nC within 120 s at 1.5 Hz, and then gradually increase to 
428.7 nC (Figure 5a). Figure 5b,c shows the effective charge den-
sity of SCEF-TENG, which needs 120 s to exponentially reach 
200 µC m−2 and then gradually increases to a maximum value 
of 212.5 µC m−2. The short-circuit current exponentially reaches 
to a stable state within 140 s at 1.5 Hz, and then, becomes long-
term stable with a stable output current of 8.37 µA (Figure 5d). 
The voltage between the input nodes of SVMC increases from 
initial 10 to 1576 V within 100 s and then becomes stable at 
1600 V (Figure  5e). Figure  5f shows the current and output 
peak power with different resistance from 1 MΩ to 10 GΩ, 
and the maximum peak power reaches to 17.105 mW with the 
matching impedance of 500 MΩ (1.5 Hz), which is larger than 
16.28 mW obtained by the ECEF-TENG. The influence of gap 
distance to the effective charge density and excitation voltage of 
SCEF-TENG are also investigated, as shown in Figure 5f. With 
the increase of gap, the maximum excitation voltage of SCEF-
TENG gradually decrease from 6063 to 3840 V, and the effec-
tive charge density decrease from 212.5 to 32.67 µC m−2 in the 
gaps of 0.25 to 1.5 mm, indicating that higher effective charge 
density can be obtained with smaller gap. Also, the thickness 
of PTFE film is investigated (Figure S17, Supporting Informa-
tion). At a certain gap of 0.25 mm, the effective charge density 
of main TENG change slightly. An effective charge density of 
197.33 µC  m−2 with a maximum excitation voltage of 5811.3 V  
is obtained with a thickness of 80 µm, while an effective charge 
density of 204.95 µC m−2 with a maximum excitation voltage of 
5910.5 V is obtained with a thickness of 100 µm. In addition, 
the stability test of the SCEF-TENG is illustrated in Figure S18b, 
Supporting Information, from which we can clearly see the 

Figure 5. Output performance of SCEF-TENG. a) The dynamic output charge accumulation process of SCEF-TENG. b) The effective charge density. 
c) The detailed output charge density curve from the dashed area. d) Short-circuit current of SCEF-TENG, the inset is enlarged part at last few seconds; 
e) open-circuit voltage of SCEF-TENG (voltage between two bottom electrodes), the inset is enlarged part at last few seconds; f) matching impedance 
and output power with 0.25 mm oil gap; g) the plot of effective charge density of SCEF-TENG and the excitation voltage between top and bottom 
electrodes versus the oil gaps.
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maximum charge density of the SCEF-TENG is reduced from 
210.43 to 195.49 µC  m−2 (the charge retention is 92.9%) after 
35 min.

To demonstrate the output performance of SCEF-TENG 
in practical applications, the output is rectified to light 840 
green LEDs in series at 1.5 Hz and its circuit diagram is shown 
in Figure 6a. As shown in Video S2, Supporting Information, 
the small amount of initial charges on the PTFE film are not 
enough to drive the LEDs in the initial state. With the con-
tinuous accumulation of charges on the electrode of slider, the 
short-circuit current of the SCEF-TENG increases exponen-
tially and reaches a stable state, at which the LEDs are lighted 
up effectively with high brightness in bright and dark environ-
ments, as shown in Figure  6b,c. A step-down circuit, which 
consists of a spark switch with spacing of 0.5 mm (the working 
voltage is ≈1.5 kV), a customized transformer with trans-
former ratio of 15:1, and a diode, is connected into the SCEF-
TENG as the power management circuit (PMC) to manage 
the output for low frequency energy harvesting, as shown in 
Figure  6d and Figure S19, Supporting Information. With the 
help of PMC, a capacitor of 330 uF is charged to 3.5 V within 
140 s at 1.5 Hz, much faster than that charging process without 

PMC (Figure  6e). It noteworthy that the PMC do not work 
for the first 90 s, due to the charge accumulation process of 
the SCEF-TENG to achieve the open-circuit voltage of 1.6  kV. 
When the voltage of the SCEF-TENG increasing exponentially 
and reaching the working voltage of the PMC (≈1.5 kV), the 
PMC start to work. A capacitor of 1 mF also can be charge to 
3.2 V within 300 s at 1.5 Hz, as illustrated in Figure 6f. A com-
mercial thermo-hygrometer is effectively driven for the sus-
tainable working mode when the PMC is working, as shown 
in Video  S3, Supporting Information and Figure  6g,h is the 
enlarged detail voltage curve of plotted area. Figure 6i is the real 
photograph of powering the commercial thermo-hygrometer. 
The applications above prove that the SCEF-TENG can be the 
power supply for practical applications continuously.

3. Conclusion

In summary, two kinds of non-contact TENG via external 
charge-excitation (ECEF-TENG) and self-excitation (SCEF-
TENG) based on a high electric insulation strategy are 
developed. With the help of high dielectric strength oil, the 
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air-breakdown effect is effectively avoided during the TENG 
operation, leading to a higher output performance of TENG 
system. In addition, a theoretical model with double dielectric 
layer capacitor is established to optimize the output perfor-
mance of non-contact TENG. A maximum effective charge den-
sity of 260.15 µC m−2 is obtained for ECEF-TENG at 0.25 mm 
gap with an external excitation voltage of 6 kV. Then, with the 
help of developed voltage multiple circuit, a fully non-contact 
SCEF-TENG with more compact system is designed to obtain 
a 212.5 µC m−2 of effective charge density with 1.5 Hz low 
frequency, which are 2.97 times of the highest record of non-
contact TENG in previous works. Furthermore, SCEF-TENG 
is applied to drive 840 LEDs directly, and continuously power 
the commercial thermo-hygrometer with power management 
circuit in low frequency (1.5 Hz). This work provides a new 
solution for enhancing the output performance of non-contact 
TENG, which could further broaden the application of floating 
TENGs to a new horizon. The proposed TENG can be suit-
able for the vibration monitoring for the  pipeline of chemical 
factories, the operation detection for engines and wheels of 
high-speed trains, and so on. More importantly, this kind non-
contact mode TENG can be quite suitable for collecting the 
ocean wave energy, which can be further applied for powering 
offshore buoy, drilling platform and many related scenarios.

4. Experimental Section
Fabrication of Excitation TENG: In order to accurately measure 

the output performance of ECEF-TENG by linear motor, the sliders 
of excitation TENG and that of the main TENG were assembled on a 
substrate made by 3D printing to ensure the synchronous movement 
of the sliders. The slider of excitation TENG: rabbit hair was cut into 
the shape of rectangle with a dimension of 75 mm × 35 mm × 5 mm, 
and then be adhered to an acrylic substrate with same area by VHB 
tape. The stator of excitation TENG: Conductive cloth was pasted on 
an acrylic substrate with a dimension of 120 mm × 100 mm × 5 mm, 
and then be cut into three electrodes (75 mm × 35 mm) with a 5 mm 
distance between them. The excess conductive cloth was removed and 
the electrodes were connected with wires. PTFE as the tribo-layer was 
covered on the electrodes. VSC: The high-voltage rectifier is composed of 
four high-voltage diodes, and the withstand voltage value of each diode 
is 10 kV. The nominal stabilized voltage of each Zener diode is 200 V. We 
connected 30 Zener diodes in series to realize the stabilized voltage of 
6 kV. It should be noted that the actual stabilized voltage obtained by 
connecting multiple Zener diodes in series is lower than the theoretical 
stabilized value due to the individual differences. For example, the 
theoretical stabilized voltage of 6 kV can only get the actual stabilized 
voltage with 5.9 kV. A high-voltage porcelain chip capacitor with a 10 kV 
withstand voltage was chosen as the buffer capacitor. The Fluorinert was 
applied to the surface of PTFE and spread it evenly with the rabbit hair of 
slider, then air-dry the PTFE and the fluoride solution on the rabbit hair 
and use a comb to smooth out the rabbit hair.

Fabrication of Main TENG: The stator of main TENG was a rectangle 
PCB board (120 mm × 100 mm × 1.5 mm) with two pairs of printing 
Cu electrodes (75 mm × 35 mm × 0.15 mm) and the distance between 
each electrode was 3 mm. The stator was placed in an acrylic box  
(180  mm  × 110 mm × 30 mm) and soaked with dielectric oil (FC40). 
The slider of main TENG in ECEF-TENG: The rectangular PET film with 
thickness of 150 µm was used as a mask to cut a rectangular hole with 
a size of 75 mm × 35 mm by a laser cutting machine. The mask was laid 
on the Kapton film with a thickness of 50 µm, then evenly applied the 
conductive ink on the mask, and leveled the ink with a scraper. After that, 
the mask was removed to obtain a conductive ink electrode with a size  

of 75 mm × 35 mm × 0.15 mm plated on Kapton. The Kapton with 
electrode was put in an oven for half an hour at a temperature of 75 °C 
and dried the conductive ink to make the electrode firmly plate on Kapton. 
Then, the Kapton with electrode was adhered on an acrylic substrate 
with dimension of 75 mm × 35 mm × 5 mm. The slider of main TENG 
in SCEF-TENG: A rectangle PCB board (85 mm × 35 mm × 1.5 mm)  
with printing Cu electrode (75 mm × 35 mm × 0.15 mm) was covered 
with PTFE film (50 µm of film, the epoxy glue is 15 µm), and then 
be adhered to an acrylic plate (85 mm × 35 mm × 5 mm). A micro 
displacement table was assembled to the slider to adjust the gap 
between stator and slider.

Electrical Measurement and Characterization: The sliders of TENG 
were driven by a linear motor (Lin-Mot S01-72/500). The transferred 
charge and the short-circuit current of the TENG were measured by 
an electrometer (Keithley 6514). It should be noted that a high voltage 
resistor with 1 MΩ resistance was connected into the loop circuit of 
TENG to protect the Keithley 6514 when measuring the transferred 
charge. The open-circuit voltage of TENG, voltage on VSC and voltage 
on SVMC were measured by a high-speed electrostatic voltmeter (Trek 
341B). For the SVMC, the maximum working voltage of diode was 1 kV 
and the capacitance of all capacitors was 2.2 nF. The surface microscopic 
appearance and X-ray energy dispersive spectrum of materials were 
measured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi 8020).
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